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Events in Basel: February 2015 (continued)Summer Special

One of Basel’s highlights is certainly the Rhein. Its ever-changing moods are always fascinating, 
from exuding calm serenity as it gently flows on a sunny day to angrily sweeping up everything in its 
path  after heavy rains. Although Baslers enjoy the Rhein year-round, the river really comes to life in 
the warmer months, when thousands of people flock to its shores daily to enjoy all of the activities 
and food that are offered near and on the water. While this year’s edition of the very popular “Rhein-
schimmen” event has been cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic, there is still plenty of fun to 
be had on the Rhein and its shores.

SUMMER FUN 
ON THE RHEIN
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and designs and cost about CHF 35. Alternatively, there is a new trendy 
Citybag that converts easily into a swim bag. They come in three styles—
for Basel (RheinschwimmerIn), Bern (AareschwümmerIn), and Zürich 
(LimmatschwimmerIn)—and cost CHF 25; they can be purchased online 
at www.rheinschwimmen.ch under “Schwimmsack.” Either of these swim 
bags is well worth the investment if you plan to “float” regularly.

Showers and Toilet Facilities
Several outdoor showers have been set up along the Rhein if you wish to 
rinse off after swimming. Additionally, there are several free toilets that 
you can use for changing your clothes as well. In the summer months, ex-
tra portable toilets and “pissoirs” (sorry ladies, these are for men only) are 
also installed along the Rhein and near the eating establishments. Look 
also for the signs for “Nette Toilette” (or “Lucky Restroom”) for restrooms 
in local restaurants, shops, and other businesses that you can use for free; 
find a map of these at www.basel.com/en/Nette-Toilette.

Accompanied Swimming
It is highly recommended that you never swim alone. If you would like   
to swim with a group of people, the Sports Department Basel-Stadt orga-
nizes a “group float” at 17:45 on every Tuesday from July 7 to August 25. 
This offer is free of charge and is open to participants of all ages. Simply 
register online at www.ed-formulare.ch/begleitetes-rheinschwimmen/ 
anmeldung-begleitetes-rheinschwimmen; if you cannot make it,  
you are kindly asked to de-register by calling 061-267-5768 or sending an 
email to sportangebote@bs.ch.

Bathing Houses (Rheinbäder) 
If you prefer bathing to floating down the river, there are two “Rhein pools” 
on the Grossbasel side of the Rhein that you can try. These are enclosed 
pool areas for swimming in the Rhein, surrounded by platforms built over 
the river for lounging and sunbathing and with changing rooms and lockers 
that can be rented. The art nouveau “Rhybadhysli Breiti” (near Breite) is 
open from 11:00–20:00 (10:00–20:00 on weekends). It has two platforms 
for sunbathing, a shop, a restaurant, and a food kiosk; it costs CHF 6 per 
day and is not suitable for young children. The “Rhybadhysli Santihans” 
is a historical site near St. Johann with a basin for swimmers and non- 
swimmers, ample platforms for sunbathing, changing rooms, toilets, and 
kiosks. Entrance costs CHF 5 for adults and CHF 3 for kids; opening hours 
are 10:00–18:00. Note that both bathing houses are closed in the event of 
bad weather and have no lifeguards on duty! 
www.badi-info.ch/bs/basel.html

Swimming in the Rhein
It is no secret in Basel that there is no better way to beat the summer 
heat than by swimming (or rather floating) down the Rhein. With  water 
 temperatures ranging from 18–23°C (65–74°F) during the summer months, 
a float down the Rhein can be a refreshing and rewarding  experience. As 
with all sports, however, swimming in the Rhein carries some risks, so take 
note of the information below to make it a safe and enjoyable experience for 
the whole family. 

Swimming Lanes 
The permissible swimming lane on the Kleinbasel side begins at the small, 
rocky beach area located just below the Schwarzwaldbrücke, by the 
Tinguely museum, and continues almost all the way to the Dreirosen-
brücke; you must exit the river just before the St. Johann Fähre “Ueli” (the 
ferry half-way between Johanniterbrücke and Dreirosenbrücke). There are 
several places along the way where it is relatively easy to enter and exit the 
water, but the area closest to the end of the permissible lane near the 
Dreirosenbrücke has ropes to lift yourself out, requiring a little more  agility 
and skill. For families with younger swimmers, it is recommended to exit 
shortly after the Johanniterbrücke. The entire float takes around 
 15–20 minutes (depending on the speed of the river flow), but you can enter 
or exit at any point along the way. On the Grossbasel side of the Rhein, 
there is a lovely place to swim called Birsköpfli where the Birs spills into 
the Rhein (see the cover photo). The shore there has a lot of green space 
for relaxing with the family, as well as a restaurant, toilets, changing facil-
ities, and showers. There are only two smaller permissible swimming 
lanes on the Grossbasel side. The first starts just below the Schwarzwald-
brücke and ends shortly before the Münster, and the second starts just 
below the Klingental Fähre “Vogel Gryff” (the ferry between Mittlere 
Brücke and Johanniterbrücke) and ends shortly before the St. Johann 
Fähre. To find English-language important swimming guidelines, go to 
www.slrg.ch/de/nw/sektionen/basel/rheinschwimmen/ 
information-in-english/guidelines-for-rhine-swimmers.html. 

Floatation Devices 
Air mattresses, inner tubes, water wings (inflatable arm bands for kids), 
and other forms of inflatable floatation devices are strictly prohibited on 
the Rhein! You will notice, however, that most people swimming or floating 
in the river are hanging on to some colorful air-filled balloons. These are 
nifty waterproof bags called “Wickelfisch” (roll-up fish) that allow you to 
put your dry clothes, wallet, keys, tram pass, and towel inside. Because 
unlike swimming in a lake or pool, when you swim in a river, your start- and 
end-points are usually quite far apart, and with these bags you don’t have 
to walk back to your starting point to retrieve your belongings. The Wickel-
fisch bags have the added advantage of making you more visible, but they 
should not be used as floatation devices or be tied to your body in any way. 
You can buy them at sports stores, Bider & Tanner, Manor, the IWB (energy 
company), Basel Tourism offices, or at one of the many eateries along the 
Rhein (while supplies last); they come in several sizes and different colors 

www.slrg.ch/de/nw/sektionen/basel/rheinschwimmen/information-in-english/guidelines-for-rhine-swimmers.html
www.ed-formulare.ch/begleitetes-rheinschwimmen/anmeldung-begleitetes-rheinschwimmen
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Do’s and Don’ts of Swimming in the Rhein

•  Try not to drift too close to the water’s edge as it can be shallow in some places. It is best to swim out a few meters immediately after you enter 
the water.

•  Try to swim back towards the shore well before you want to exit as the current can quickly take you past your planned exit point.

•  Watch out for the ferries that are continually crossing back and forth.

•  Be sure to stay within the buoys that demarcate the safe swimming lane, and especially stay away from the pillars of the bridges as there are 
dangerous eddies behind them.

•  Maintain a safe distance from boats and barges. Large vessels generate powerful undertows as they pass, and they cannot get out of your way. 
They also have right of way.

•  Glance upstream regularly as empty ships travel downstream silently and at high speed and are difficult to steer.

•  Be careful to navigate around the buoys as they come up pretty quickly when floating downstream.

•  Make yourself visible by using a colorful floatation bag or bathing cap.

•  Always wear water shoes as there is a lot of broken glass on the river floor.

•  Avoid swimming alone or when the water is high or fast flowing.

•  It is not permitted to use ferry landings for lounging or jumping into the river.

•  Never swim across the Rhein!

•  Jumping off any bridge is strictly forbidden!
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